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COMPLETE ID 
MANAGEMENT & 
PASSWORD RESET

PROACT ALLOWS YOUR 
ORGANIZATION TO:

ProACT can also be utilized 
alongside ReACT, ASPG’s self-
service password reset and 
synchronization tool. ReACT allows 
end users to reset their passwords 
to a permanent value in four simple 
steps without needing to call the 
help desk. Similar to the reporting 
capabilities within ProACT, ReACT 
provides additional information 
security assurance by logging and 
reporting all end user activities 
related to a password reset. Pairing 
ProACT and ReACT together also 
provides an alternative to MFA and 
SSO.

Improve business operations by 
simplifying identity management.

Eliminate multi-step User 
Provisioning tasks.

Securely and efficiently audit all 
user account activity.

Organize your entire workforce in 
one system.

Organize and Centralize Your User
Provisioning Needs

FREE 30 DAY TRIAL: 
WWW.ASPG.COM

Employees play a critical role in your organization, many of whom need access to 
the right applications and resources in order to succeed. In today’s modern working 
environments, many employees may also be off-site or away from a central location. 
This onboarding can be a timely and expensive process, requiring administrative and 
technical skills. Organizations have a limited number of personnel, and human error 
can cause unnecessary administration mistakes. The right Identity Access Management 
(IAM) Tool can give employees granular control over their user account access, while still 
minimizing data security risks. 

ProACT is a complete user management solution that allows administrators to 
automatically manage the end-to-end lifecycle procedures for end users across 
the entire enterprise. A convenient single point of access tool, ProACT helps your 
organization to quickly, securely, and reliably manage information about your users 
across multiple systems and applications. ProACT significantly reduces administration 
time and costs by automating user account setups and complying with  
industry regulations. Manage heavily used attributes in an easy to navigate interface.

Easily and effortlessly configure, clone, or remove user information.
Manage, locate, and add Security Groups all from one interface.

Prior to ProACT, the process of identity management was a tedious, multi-step process. 
ProACT can eliminate these administrative delays whilst still improving security, 
productivity, and auditing. ProACT users can create, modify, or delete user accounts 
and groups across multiple systems, either from a built-in library of pre-defined templates 
or with custom attributes.

ProACT offers a wide range of administrator tools to define access requirements, 
boosts productivity through automated identity management, and protects sensitive 
information from unauthorized access. ProACT ensures that accounts are created, 
updated, deleted, and given proper access while also managing attributes related 
to users and groups across all systems from a central location. Working alongside all 
commonly used directories including Active Directory, Google Workspace and Microsoft 
Exchange, ProACT is quickly adaptable to your individual environment. 

ProACT administrators can select from a variety of available configurations, which 
ProACT will import and build the end-user accounts automatically. ProACT also provides 
robust and streamlined user management capabilities, including user creation, user 
deletion, cloning, adding or eliminating users to groups, enabling or disabling separate 
system access, and linking multiple user profiles. Additionally, ProACT provides a 
multitude of user reports, allowing administrators greater insight into user activities and 
overall security. In the event of staff termination, ProACT can also fully assist with user 
deletion and deactivation. 

BOOST PRODUCTIVITY AND PROTECT  
SENSITIVE ACCESS

CENTRALIZED IDENTITY MANAGEMENT  
FOR THE ENTERPRISE BENEFITS: 

MINIMIZE RISK OF DATA 
BREACHES With enhanced control over your user accounts.

RAPID USER ONBOARDING Set up or modify user accounts in minutes.  

BUILT-IN TEMPLATE LIBRARY For easy setup or options to use custom attributes. 

ELIMINATES MULTI-STEP 
PROCESS Removes up to 3 other interfaces for creating new users.

REPORTING CAPABILITIES View, manage and generate reports based on user activity.

ORGANIZED RECORDS Easy way to organize users in an entire system in one central location. 

ENHANCE SECURITY AND 
COMPLIANCE Assist with internal and federal compliancy including HIPAA, SOX, etc.

EXIT MANAGEMENT Terminated employees can be immediately removed from the network.

IMPROVE PRODUCTIVITY Eliminate burden on administrative and technical staff.

EASE OF USE No steep learning curve for quick and easy rollout.

SCALABLE Add and eliminate users depending on the size or growth of your organization. 

TRACK AND AUDIT Identify which employees have access to sensitive systems.

REDUCE COSTS Save on operational and administration costs to focus expenses elsewhere.

SUITABLE FOR TRANSITORY 
USERS Automated deletion in the event of project-based or contracted users.

“ProACT’s library of easy-to-create templates allowed our team to 
be set up quickly and efficiently. Combined with ASPG’s customer 
support, ProACT is an accessible identity management tool for 
everyone.”

SUPPORTS: 
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